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Industry goes nuts for donuts
YAAAS! 
International Donut 

Day has finally arrived, 
with the Australian travel 
industry clearly craving 
their favourite treats.

After running 
competitions in Travel 
Daily and Cruise Weekly 
offering readers the 
opportunity to win 
a dozen donuts we 
have been absolutely 
blown away with the 
response which saw 
more than 100 entrants 
demonstrate their 
poetic prowess.

Such was the 
outpouring of devotion 
to the delightful 
delicacies that rather 
than just one winner 
we’ve decided to give 
away ten prizes, which 
will be arriving at the 
winners’ offices over 
the next couple of 
days.

The six line winning 
entries included the 
ditty from Miriam 
Whiting of Wendy 
Wu Tours (above) 
featuring Wendy 
herself hailing the 
precious 
pastries 
- so we 
just had 
to give 
this one 
a prize.

Some 
of the other winning 
entries are also 
included here, 
while a dozen 
delights are also 
on their way to 
winners from 
Uniworld Boutique 
River Cruise 
Collection in Sydney, 
Rail Plus and South 
American Travel 
Centre in Melbourne, 
and the Scenic groups 
office in Newcastle.

KIM Taylor of Crystal Cruises in Sydney:

Round and round they go,

Donuts, donuts to and fro,

Strawberry iced are very nice

However Crystal glazed are simply paradise!

ELLIE O’Byrne, Flight Centre Eastwood NSW:
Donuts!

The sweetness of the icing,To the softness of the dough,
Is really quite enticing,
You never can say no!

LANA Hamer and the NRMA Travel team:

Don’t wanna mess around with cronuts

Oh how I really want donuts

Nothing beats biting into a mouthful of dough

Unless it’s with a hot mug o’ Joe
Thanks Travel Daily

Send us donuts to 9A York St, Wynyard 2000

KATIE Holland of Travellers Choice in Perth, WA:G Floor 130 Royal Street, make sure you write that downPlease send those sweet donuts to our side of town.Round, sweet and tasty, perhaps not so nutritiousI may be gluten intolerant, but stuff it – they’re delicious!We’re desperate to win this and don’t care if we sound it.Travellers Choice to win the dozen doughies - get around it!

KIM Harrison of Helloworld Travel Wynnum, Qld:

My boss is a little bit snobby

Eating donuts is one of her hobbies

She finds it obscene…..

When there’s no Krispy Kremes

If we don’t win, I won’t have a jobby!

Friday 1st June 2018

ALEXANDRA Singh & Zoe Dean of Uniworld:
We love that your writing takes ‘guts’,

(and we bet that you all have nice butts!),
But they’ll double in size,

So stick to the pies,
And we’ll take those dozen donuts!

ANNA Small, South America Travel Centre, Melbourne:

(To the tune of Girl from Ipanema)

Chocolate, sprinkles, frosted cream,  

The dozen donuts came to our team, and

When they pass us, each donut makes us say mmmmmmmm

International Donut Day
To Travel Daily we say hooray

‘Cos when they pass us, each donut makes us say mmmmmmmm

THE Crystal marketing team getting ready to hoe in this morning.

NOTHING like donuts to brighten the day at Flight Centre Eastwood!

ALEXANDRA Singh from Uniworld - let’s hope she shares 
with colleague Zoe Dean!
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